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can hardly operate in this kind of areas. On the
other hand, a better imaging of complex subsurface
requires more elaborate acquisition geometries. But
seismic data acquisitions with streamers or OBC
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case, the marine seismic data acquisition with ocean
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be obtained. This is why the OBN seismic
acquisition becomes a major approach to the marine
hydrocarbon exploration and development. After
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techniques of OBN data acquisition (including
operation procedure and operation management)
and data processing, which have been applied to
several OBN projects. Satisfactory high-quality
seismic data are acquired, and BGP OBN operation
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After years of efforts, BGP has developed some key
techniques of OBN data acquisition and processing.
These techniques are successfully applied to several
OBN projects in the Middle East, the South-East
Asia, and other areas. High-quality seismic data is
acquired. Meanwhile the operation management
and the safety management system for OBN
acquisition are built up. BGP OBN acquisition and
processing capability is widely recognized by
international companies.
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An integrated navigation and positioning approach
is one of the key techniques for OBN seismic data
acquisition. For this aspect, our solution has two
parts: Dolphin navigation and positioning system
and first break positioning method. On the one hand,
the Dolphin navigation and positioning system
(Figure 1) developed by BGP communicates with
GPS positioning, and on the other hand this
on-water system conducts acoustic positioning with
underwater divices. The Dolphin system provides
navigation and positioning for multi-source
independent synchronization, and the ultra short
baseline (USBL) and long baseline (LBL) acoustic
positioning will improve the position accuracy of
underwater receivers (nodes). Finally acoustic
positioning defects are corrected with the first break
positioning method to ensure the accuracy of node
underwater locations.

Introduction
As the marine geophysical survey in the
hydrocarbon exploration and development faces
nowadays more and more complex marine
conditions (sea ports, oilfield infrastructures,
fishing, and busy transportation) and sea-bed
conditions (complex sea-beds and water-depth
rapid changes), conventional marine seismic data
acquisitions with streamers or OBC can hardly
operate in this kind of areas. On the other hand, a
better imaging of complex subsurface requires more
elaborate acquisition geometries. But seismic data
acquisitions with streamers or OBC may fail to
achieve this kind of geometry. In this case, the
marine seismic data acquisition with OBN can
achieve flexible acquisition geometries such as
wider azimuth, higher coverage, and longer offsets.
Furthermore OBN acquisition systems provide
4-component data with much more subsurface
information, and better reservoir imaging may be
obtained. After the practice of some projects, other

Acquisition techniques
During the field seismic data acquisition, OBNs
record continously and independenty data. This is
totally different from towing streamer and OBC
acquisitions which start synchronous data recording
with a triggering signal to the source system.
Therefore different approaches are needed for OBN
acqisition field operation.
 Integrated navigation positioning

Figure 3. RMS analysis of 4-component data

Figure 1. Dolphin navigation and positioning system diagram

 Nodes automatic release and retrieve system
The nodes automatic release and retrieve system
developed by BGP is a multi-function system. The
major function is reliable node release and retrieve
automation, which reduces effectively manual
operations and unsafe factors to ensure effective
and smooth OBN acquisition operation in the field.
The system also provides other functions such as
node storage, battery charging, and data
downloading at the back deck. As shown in Figure
2, the system are installed on a couple of node
vessels and applied successfully in a few projects.

 Seismic data sorting
Time-sequence continuous seismic data on nodes is
recorded during the acquisition. Some important
works must be done before this data be sorted into
common receiver gathers for the further data
processing. First the clock drift correction for each
node data shoud be performed in the field (Figure
4). The clock drift on nodes occurs since GPS time
stamp cannot be recorded autonomously at each
node at the seabed during the seismic acquisition
for weeks. These clock drifts are corrected with our
method. Then the re-orienation will be performed
on seisimc data by using correct tilt data whose
value has been corrected(Figure 5). After that, the
continuous data is combed into common receiver
gathers. Finally the data re-positioning is achieved
with the first break positioning (FBP), and the
final exact coordinates of nodes are obtained.

Figure 4. Clock drift correction before (left) and after (right)
Figure 2. Nodes automatic release and retrieve system

 Seismic data quality control
Based on characteristics of OBN seismic data
acquisition, a complete set of quality control
applications for OBN data acquisition is developed
under KLseis System, which includes node working
state monitoring, source information table (SIT) &
receiver information table (RIT) QC, geometry QC,
seismic data QC, and source quality monitoring, etc.
The on-site processing flow provides an effective
technical guarantee to ensure the data integrity.
Figure 3 shows a sample of 4-component RMS
image on a node to check the acquisition geometry
and the seismic data quality.

Figure 5. Re-orientation before (left) & after (right)

Some key processing approaches
 S-wave noise suppression in Vz
Due to the distribution of nodes at the sea floor or
subsurface dips, the S-wave energy may be leaked
and showed on the Z component. For P-wave data,
this leaked S-wave is a noise. In order to improve
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of P-wave
component, the S-wave in Vz component should be
suppressed. A noise model is built with the
multi-component vector wavefield, the adaptive
subtraction method is used to suppress the different
types of noise in Vz to solve the aliasing and energy

leakage of different wavefields of OBN data
(Figure 6).
 PZ Calibration and upgoing and downgoing
wave separation
The noise of OBN raw P-wave data such as ghost
and reverberations should be suppressed before the
wave separation. However the P-wave data
received by hydrophones and geophones in OBN
has great difference in the amplitude, frequency,
and phase. So the noise suppression should be
differently and carefully carried out in the
preprocessing stage. Since H component and Z
component represent different types of system
responses, and inadequate coupling of Z component
with the ocean bottom can cause signal distorion
(Ranjan Dash, etc., 2009). Therefore P & Z
components must be calibrated before the up-going
and down-going wavefield separation. The
down-going wavefields recorded by hydrophones
and geophones have the opposite polarity, but their
up-going wavefields have the same polarity. So
their wave fields may be represented as follows:

Figure 9. Up-going wave (left) and down-going wave (right)
imaging

 CMP stack
For deep-water OBN seismic data, very large
elevation differences between source points and
receiver points may make a large deviation between
the reflection point and the common midpoint
(CMP). The CMP stack causes the fuzzy imaging
of shallow structures. This issue can be well solved
by the CRP stack (Figures 9-10).

Up-going=P (hydrophone) + Scale * Z (geophone)
Down-going=P (hydrohone)-Scale * Z (geophone)
The up-going and down-going wavefileds
separation and their imaging are shown in the
figures 7, 8 and 9.
Figure.9. CMP (right) and CRP (left) velocity analysis

Figure 10. CMP stack (right) and CRP stack (left)
Figure 7. S-wave noise suppression in Vz on a shot gather before
(left) and after (right)

 Mirror migration (down-going imaging)
The distribution of receivers in OBN acquisitions is
usually very sparse, and there is a defect for the
up-going wave imaging in shallow layers. Thus
conventional migrations from sparse distributions
often produces poor image with narrow
illumination, especially for shallow reflectors
whose depth below the seafloor is less than the
spacing (Ranjan Dash, etc., 2009). The mirror
migration of down-going waves extends a better
reflection illumination for these layers than the
up-going wave (Figures 11 and 12).

Figure 8. Up-going and down-going wave separation

Figure11. Up-going and down-going wave
path

The second example is also a 3D OBN acquisition
project in the Middle East, for which the main
challenge is undulating seabed terrain conditions.
The water depth changes suddenly from zero to
more than a thousand meters (Figure 13) along
seismic lines. This might lead not only a sharp
increase of the operation cost and extremely
difficult operations in the field, but also a great
challenge to seismic data processing. For the data
acquisition, different receivers and sources were
adopted based on the topographic conditions. For
the data processing, a series of modules were
developed for rapid-changed sea floor conditions.
Both raw seismic data and imaging were greatly
improved by the above comprehensive measures
compared with the old data (Figure 14).

Figure 12. Up-going wave migration (upper) and down-going
wave mirror migration (lower)

Examples

Figure 13. In-line water depth variation

The above newly-developed techniques for OBN
seismic data acquisition and processing have been
successfully applied to quite a number of projects
and obtained satisfactory achievements. Here we
just share two examples as follows.
The first example is a 3D OBN project in a
developing oilfield in the Southeast Asian. So the
project focuses on the hydrocarbon production. The
client needs high-quality seismic data and accurate
imaging for the future hydrocarbon production
deployment. On the other hand, strict safety
requirements must be obeyed during the seismic
operation in the oilfield. Furthermore, strong sea
currents exist in the area. For the technique aspect,
our integrated navigation positioning, data quality
control system, and on-site data processing system
ensure OBN data quality. For the operation aspect,
the node automatic release and retrieve system and
its operation procedures, and the multi-vessel
operation
synchronization
achieve
a
high-productivity acquisition with a great reduce of
the project cost. The HSSE system and its strict
operation plans and procedures promote a safe
completion of the project. This successful project is
highly approved and recognized by our client and
several international oil companies after several
relevant audits in the field.

Figure 14. Down-going wave PSTM (upper) and PSDM (lower)

Conclusion
Nowerdays the marine seismic hydrocarbon
exploration and development faces both more
complex marine operation conditions and more
complex subsurface imaging. Compared with
streamers and OBC, the OBN data acquisition has
quite a few advantages and becomes an important
tool for the marine hydrocarbon exploration and
development. To meet client needs, the following
new developments have been achieved by BGP

after years of efforts:
1.

In the field acquisition, some key techniques
ensure high-quality OBN data such as
integrated navigation positioning, data
acquisition quality control, and seismic data
sorting.

2.

For data processing, new approaches such as
S-wave noise suppression, up-going and
down-going wave separation, CRP stacking,
and mirror migration improve greatly the
subsurface imaging.

3.

Last but not least, our HSSE system and
operation management system including node
automatic retrieving and releasing system and
its operation procedures, and multi-vessel
operation procedures promote safe and
high-productivity acquisitions.

These new developments are successfully applied
to several OBN projects in the Middle East and the
South-East Asia. The practice proves that the new
developments allow us to achieve high-quality
seismic data acquisition and subsurface imaging.
BGP OBN data acquisition and processing
capability is widely recognized in the seismic
industry.
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